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Euro Corp Comment: ESG Paper The Name of The Game
- by Matthew Barrett, p3-4
The European corporate market maintained a strong issuance pace in the latest 
week where EUR12.15bn of euro paper hit the tape. The flurry of issuance lifted 
the 2020 corporate euro bond total up to EUR366.515bn which is some 27.3% 
ahead of where we were at the same stage last year.

US Investment Grade: Strong Finish
- by Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques, p5
With YTD numbers already at $1.537trln after last week's $42.25bln, the new 
obsession among all the more-involved bond geeks out there is to figure out if 
supply would end up closer to the $2trln mark.

The SEK Week - Riksbank Decision The Highlight
- by Rachel Bex, p6-7
Focus will now turn to the Riksbank's decision on Tuesday. No change from zero 
rates is forecast, though we will be eager to hear the Bank's thoughts on the 
recent shift in Fed policy, particularly after Skingsley suggested that the 
Riksbank has scope to go down the same route of average inflation targeting.

2020 Has Already Proven to be Another Record Year For ESG Issuance
- by Natalie Rivett, p8-10
Green and sustainable/social bond issuance has exploded in recent years as 
sovereigns, corporates and financials have all rushed to tap into investors' 
increasing care for the environment and climate change, and subsequent 
demands for their money to make a positive impact on society and the world at 
large.

China Insight: Liquidity Remains Tight, Despite Sizeable MLF
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
In our view, the continued reluctance of PBOC to act generously will reinforce the 
market perception that the monetary easing cycle is already over and borrowing 
costs will be gradually creeping upward. In that case, there is a good chance we 
will see a strong selloff in bonds in October.

Know The Flows: US Equity Funds Benefit as Risk Appetite Slips in Mid-
September - by Cameron Brandt, p12
With COVID-19 caseloads on the rise in Europe and key emerging markets, 
predictions for effective widescale vaccination slipping into 2Q21, the recent 
technology sell off jolting market confidence and Sino-US tensions still running 
high, investor sentiment took a turn for the defensive during the second week of 
September.

OAT/Bund Spread – Narrowing Risk to 17/23 Perhaps 11/15
- by Ed Blake, p14
Look for continued narrowing targeting the 17-23 support cluster, with scope to 
11 on momentum. Stop above the 31 minor lower high.

EUR/SEK – Bulls Return Ahead of 200-Week MA
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Look to buy for a target of 10.5964. Place stop below 10.3174.

Silver – Consolidation Before The Broader Uptrend Resumes
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy into near-term corrective dips as we await an eventual resumption of the 
broader recovery re-targeting 29.859/32.460. Place a protective stop under 
23.448.
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By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
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The European corporate market maintained a strong issuance pace in the latest week
where EUR12.15bn of euro paper hit the tape, slightly down on the previous week's
EUR14.675bn.

The week's supply came courtesy of seventeen separate tranches issued via twelve
borrowers, compared to 24 tranches the week prior.

The latest flurry of issuance lifted the 2020 corporate euro bond total up to EUR366.515bn
which is some 27.3% ahead of where we were at the same stage last year (EUR287.92bn). It
also now means we are just EUR15.047bn short of 2019's full year number of EUR381.562bn –
which marks the all-time record.

Helping to drive corporate supply was another surge of ESG issuance which saw Digital
Realty (Green), Novartis (debut Sustainability-linked), Volkswagen (debut Green), Beijing
Enterprises (debut Green) and SATO Corp (debut Green) raise a combined EUR5.45bn.

That batch raised the year-to-date euro corporate ESG total up to EUR28.77bn which makes
2020 a record breaker having overtaken the EUR28.18bn seen across the whole of 2019 (see
chart right).

Showing the strong demand for ESG paper at this juncture, those deals saw combined books
of over EUR20.05bn, with an average cover ratio of 4.14x.

In comparison, last week's vanilla deals could have been sold on average 3.24x. Note that this
figure doesn't include the demand for Coca-Cola's chunky EUR2.6bn three-part where no
booksize was communicated due to its SEC-registered nature.

continued page 4

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1562864
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Stealing the show last week was Volkswagen whose debut EUR2bn 8/12yr two-part Green
created a bunfight paper.

The inaugural trade saw blowout demand of EUR8.9bn (EUR11.4bn peak) which allowed the
automaker to ramp in pricing considerably during execution and print the bonds some 12-
15bps inside its vanilla curve.

That was by far the lowest new issue premium paid last week with the average NIC coming in
at 2.27bps. Notable though is that a large number of the week's trades came from rare or
first-time borrowers, meaning that fair value was tricky to pinpoint.

Slower week in store?

Looking ahead, whilst the European corporate bond market is expected to keep ticking over,
feedback from syndicate bankers we spoke to on Friday said they are not predicting an
avalanche of supply. A number said they have a few smallish trades lined up at the moment
whilst a couple said they have nothing at all slated at this juncture. That is perhaps surprising
bearing in mind the huge residual demand that appears to be in place.

One borrower known to be readying a deal is CTP B.V, with the logistics company set to add to
the recent Green bond deluge. The borrower held investor calls Friday ahead of a EUR 5-7yr
Green debut.
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By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
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For the eighth consecutive week, US high-grade primary supply has been more than what the
street estimated which has somehow spurred a debate on whether revised annual volume
estimate of $1.6trln-$1.7trln may also get beaten. With YTD numbers already at $1.537trln
after last week's $42.25bln, the new obsession among all the more-involved bond geeks out
there is to figure out if supply would end up closer to the $2trln mark. Like fantasy football or
soccer, maybe its time to draw lots on end of the year high-grade bond supply numbers as
there are mixed views about the prospects for issuance in the fourth quarter.

BofA Global strategist Hans Mikkelsen expects supply volumes to decline significantly. He
noted that a majority of new issuance in the IG corporate bond market in the last 10 or so
days came in 144A form, sharply above the 25% average over the past five years. When
corporate yields collapsed over the summer many large, well known companies that do
registered trades came first followed by smaller companies with 144a trades. “That creates a
natural cycle of heavy issuance being led by registered bonds and ending after the144As sing,"
his report said. And that meant with loads of recent 144A issuance “to us this signals that
supply volumes are about to decline significantly," he said.

Some agree with this and are expecting - Informa does a more formal poll closer to the last
days of September so this is not a broad survey – the 4Q volumes to be in the region of $225-
250bln, which in turn would mean YTD volumes closer to $1.8trln. But with the pandemic
crisis still with us and a contentious US presidential election coming up, it seems possible that
more companies would look to lock in historically low funding costs now before it goes away.
Indeed after raising bucketloads of debt this year, some companies may be more focused on
deleveraging and even putting it to use for either acquisitions or to fund tenders, so they may
not really be in a mood to issue.

In recent weeks though we have seen companies that have been irregular or never made it to
the primary markets, building a debt curve through issuance. There is a spurt in M&A activity
too and many companies are prefunding these acquisitions through debt issuance far ahead
of closing. Last week Emerson Electric sold $750m in 6yr bonds to pay a portion of the
purchase price for its $1.6bln acquisition of Open Systems International, which was expected

to close in early fiscal 2021. And Empower Finance 2020 issued bonds to finance a portion of
its acquisition of the MassMutual retirement plan business that was only announced on
September 8. Empower's acquisition cost was about $2.35bln and it was expecting to close it
in the fourth quarter of 2020. Empower raised $1.5bln issuing three tranches of bonds that
priced with a spread that was 35bp inside IPTs. Final books totaled $8.6bln.

There could be more with MetLife announcing on Sep 17 that it is acquiring Versant
Health from an investor group led by Centerbridge Partners and including FFL Partners for
$1.675bln in an all-cash transaction. This transaction is targeted to close in the fourth quarter
of this year. On Sep 14, Gilead Sciences said it is acquiring Immunomedics for $88 per share in
cash in a transaction that values Immunomedics at $21bln. Closing is expected in 4Q20. The
offer will be funded through $15bln in cash on hand, and $6bln in debt. Gilead expects to
retain an investment grade credit rating following this transaction. There are other big trades
that were announced last week including NVIDIA buying Arm for $40bln
and Verizon acquiring Tracfone for $3.125bln in cash and $3.125bln in Verizon common stock.
And then there is the consistency in deal execution results. Almost every deal that went
through last week saw its spreads tighten substantially through bookbuild on order books that
were heavily subscribed, in a continued sign that there is no shortage of demand for new
paper.

It may be a long-winded way of saying it but there is no doubt, in an environment that
continues to find support from dovish policies by the Fed and governments around the world -
that issuance flow will continue at a steady pace that may push volumes over even the revised
estimates. Will it be $2trln looks doubtful for now unless there is a renewed surge in
borrowing after the elections.

The average estimate for ex-SSA issuance for the coming week came in at $32.4bln, with the
guesses ranging from a low of $27.5bln, to a high of $40bln. The average estimate of $32.4bln
would bring issuance for the month to $148.273bln. More importantly, should we see just the
average estimate price, that would bring ex-SSA issuance for the year to $1.57trln, a mere
$30bln shy of the revised yearly estimate of $1.6trln.
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The SEK Week - Riksbank Decision The Highlight
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst
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Bias is Bullish
Expected EUR/SEK trading range: 10.30-10.47

EUR/SEK has been trading within a narrow 10.3636- 10.4476 range throughout the past
week. Strong resistance near the 100-DMA (approx 10.44) and 10.4559 area has put a cap
on any rally attempts, with players seemingly preferring to sell headline strength as the
Sek continues to draw modest support from ongoing positive fundamentals, the latest of
which came from Sweden's National Financial Management Authority, who last week
revised their 2020 GDP forecast to a 4.4% contraction vs the earlier forecast for a 6.5%
contraction.

The forecast came after a slew of institutions, the government and local banks all revised
their GDP predictions to show a less severe economic contraction in Sweden this year,
while data last week also showed the unemployment unexpectedly dip.

Figures released during August revealed better than expected Swedish Q3 growth, a
steadily rising CPIF rate and stabilizing inflation expectations, an increase in orders, IP and
private sector production figures, improved consumer and business confidence and an
increase in Sweden's economic activity.

Focus will now turn to the Riksbank's decision on Tuesday. No change from zero rates is
forecast, though we will be eager to hear the Bank's thoughts on the recent shift in Fed
policy, particularly after Skingsley suggested that the Riksbank has scope to go down the
same route of average inflation targeting.

Worth remembering that Ingves recently suggested that the strengthening of the Sek has
"not been a core issue" for the past few months, reasoning that the Bank's focus has been
on market stabilization and making sure there is ample credit supply in the Swedish
economy.

The CB Gov also noted at the start of the month that the Riksbank's measures so far have
worked well and that the Bank is ready to do more if needed, "and that holds both when it
comes to expanding our balance sheet and dealing with the policy rate". Ingves also
suggested that to get maximum "bang for the buck"..."we are really talking about a
combination of fiscal and monetary policy".

Otherwise, Swedish household lending and PPI are also due this week, while Skinglsey
makes a speech Thursday on the current economic situation.

Techs note:

• A strong base has formed off Jul's 10.2165 low, just ahead of the 200-Week MA
(approx 10.23)

• Ranging may persist in the short-term, but clearance of the 100-DMA (approx
10.42)/resis at 10.4559 would open 10.5221 next ahead of the 200-DMA (approx
10.56)

• Dips back toward the 9 Sep 10.3174 prior low should attract fresh bids

The SEK Week – cont’d
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst
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Green bond issuance recovers after early 2020 pause & wider ESG sales pick up pace

Green and sustainable/social bond issuance has exploded in very recent years as sovereigns,
corporates and financials have all rushed to tap into investors' increasing care for the
environment and climate change, and subsequent demands for their money to make a positive
impact on society and the world at large. 10-years ago such issuance totalled just USD600mn
globally, increasing to almost USD35bn in 2015, and in 2019 it topped USD200bn, according to
our database, which tracks just international syndicated bonds.

2020 was expected to be an even stronger year for issuance, particularly with the sustainable
bond market still in its infancy and seen having plenty of room to grow.

The Covid-19 pandemic then put a dent in Green issuance and general capital market activity in
the latter part of Q1/early Q2, although this did prove to be temporary. Indeed, after dipping as
low as USD7bn in March, monthly Green bond issuance had more than doubled by May and has
continued to increase, as can be seen in the dashboard. Green bond issuance ytd has exceeded
the same period last year by ca. USD40bn (at ca. USD134bn) and if anything, the pause earlier this
year looks to have set the market up for a strong run into year-end.

Meanwhile, it was notable that whilst Green bond issuance dropped off earlier in the year, there
was a surge in social and sustainability bonds linked to coronavirus support measures, which
helped to pick up the issuance slack for the wider ESG market, as can also be seen in the
dashboard.

As a result, Green and ESG/SRI bond issuance reached almost USD114bn in Q2, a quarterly record
and an increase of more than 85% on Q1. In fact, globally, Green and ESG/SRI bond issuance
combined for the year is already at a record ca. USD260bn, more than double the ca. USD124bn
for the same period in 2019 and USD60bn more than all of last year's total, according to our
records (see the dashboard).

So far this year, Green and ESG/SRI bond issuance accounts for a little over 6% of the total global
bond issuance that we have tracked, compared to 5% for the whole of 2019 and up from 1% in
2015. Hence, this asset class has formed an increasing share of all annual bond sales recorded
globally.

Breaking down the figures, on a sector basis, SSA easily makes up the bulk of the Green and
ESG/SRI bond issuance year-to-date, at just over USD160bn, which is a new annual record.
Finance has raised around USD36bn and corporates ca. USD63bn, both up on this time last year.

September has provided several firsts for ESG issuance

It has been a couple of weeks since the primary market restarted after the Summer lull, and of the
USD264bn that has been issued globally so far in September, around 14% of this, or USD38bn, has
been some form of ESG issuance. The majority in the form of Green bonds, but there has also
been a fresh increase in broader social bonds, and all have attracted strong demand. Below we list
some of the notable deals so far:

• Saudi Electricity became the first provider of green paper from the Kingdom, raising USD1.3bn with
a dual tranche sukuk offering of 5- and 10-year tenors for which the proceeds will be used to
upgrade smart meters. Both tranches landed 30bp inside IPTs, at m/s +140bp and +170bp,
respectively, around 15bp inside fair value by our calculations. This sale lifted the running total of
green and ESG/SRI bond issuance out of the Middle East and Africa region since 2016 to
USD4.79bn.

• Brazilian pulp and paper company Suzano was the first EM corporate to issue a sustainability linked
bond, (SLB) tied to cutting its greenhouse gas emissions by 15% over ten years. Should the firm fail
to be on track to reach the target by 2026, it will have to pay an additional 25bp on its coupon. The
deal attracted bids of more than USD6bn and priced at a yield of 3.95%, 15bp inside fair value.
While green finance structures tend to link the money raised to fund specific environmentally-
focused projects, SLB can be tied to environmental goals at the company level. Suzano is only the
second issuer to sell a bond under the SLB structure, after Italian energy firm Enel in late 2019.

• Hungary was the first ever sovereign to sell green Samurai bonds, raising a total of JPY62.7bn in a
multi-tranche deal that composed of 3- and 5- year conventional bonds, and green tranches with 7-
and 10-year maturities. One of the leads said the issuer strategically opted for only the longer dated
tranches to be green bonds to encourage investor participation in these tranches and to help it
achieve duration while maximising its size.

continued page 10
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• Germany and Sweden also issued inaugural Green bonds at the beginning of the month. The
former amassed books of EUR33bn+ (including EUR2.45bn JLM), the largest demand ever for a EUR-
denominated Sovereign Green issuance, pricing 1bp through the equivalent non-green
conventional bond. Additionally, German corporate Daimler attracted peak demand of over
EUR8.4bn for its EUR1bn 10-year line. Although demand dropped down considerably to EUR4.2bn,
it still marked the borrower's biggest ever book size for a single tranche and allowed Daimler to
issue the bond 55bp tighter than IPTs and some 20-25bp inside its existing vanilla curve.

• Elsewhere, the biggest US bank by assets, JP Morgan, made its debut in the Green bond market
with a USD1bn deal, thus joining other top Wall St. banks that have sold debt to finance green or
social projects this year amid a growing acceptance within the US that a climate crisis threatens
both environmental and financial instability. High investor demand saw the bonds price at a spread
of 48 basis points over Treasuries, after they were initially marketed in the range of 65bp. In a
public filing, JPM said proceeds from the debut green bond would finance a range of projects from
green buildings to renewable energy.

Favourable pricing conditions for ESG deals

Based on our data collected for September so far, funding costs, demand and new issuance
concessions for ESG bonds have all proved more favourable on average compared to non-ESG
debt. As can be seen in the below table, yields on average have been 70bp softer, whilst the
average bid cover for ESG issuance has totalled 5.0, compared to 4.0 recorded for non-ESG issues.
In addition, ESG bond issuance has on average priced with a negative new issuance concession of
-7, compared to +1 for non-ESG bonds.

Meanwhile, data tracked by our partners at EPFR, shows ytd cumulative net inflows to SRI/ESG
tracked bond funds have maintained the upwards trajectory that has been in place since March,
reaching almost 20% of AUM this month (see below chart). These flows have notably
outperformed that for non-SRI/ESG bond funds and this is a trend we would expect to see
persisting.

Continued growth of the ESG market anticipated

Back in August, Moody's said it was expecting environmental, social and governance risks to
become increasingly important, underpinning the continued growth of the market, and projected
the volume of newly issued debt based on environmental, social and governance principles could
reach a new record USD375bn this year. With regards to Green bonds, the most mature segment
of the ESG market, Moody's has estimated between USD175bn to USD225bn would be issued,
but was forecasting as much as USD300bn in February, prior to the pandemic.

The performance of recent deals amid robust orderbooks supports expectations for continued
growth in the ESG sector and from an investor perspective, growth in Green and ESG/SRI bond
issuance provides greater opportunities/selection for portfolio diversification for those seeking a
positive impact from their investments.

Back to Index Page

September (1st - 14th)

Green, ESG/SRI Non-Green, ESG/SRI

Average IPTs to Pxd -22 -24

Average yield 1.32% 2.01%

Average mid swaps spread +116 +150

Average NIC -7 1

Average bid cover 5 4

Average deal size, USD mn 713 568
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PBOC on 15 September conducted a CNY600bn 1-year medium-term lending facility (MLF), more
than enough to roll over the same type of facility (sized at CNY200bn) that expired in the same
week. Despite the rate being unchanged at 2.95%, the facility size was large enough to stir up
speculation over a possible re-emergence of a looser liquidity environment before and after the
upcoming Golden Week holiday.

However, what actually happened over the rest of the week suggested the surprisingly large MLF
operation was mainly aimed at supporting market sentiment before the CGB auction held on 16
September. As soon as the auction was wrapped up, PBOC immediately showed its reluctance to
let liquidity go any looser again. On 17 Sep, PBOC only conducted a small-sized 7-day OMO reverse
repo, resulting in a re-emergence of net liquidity withdrawal (chart 1).

All of these signals indicate that PBOC is still biased in favour of a less ample liquidity environment,
and that any liquidity loosening will unlikely last long. At the time of writing, the interbank 7-day
repo is already back above 2.20%, 18bp higher than the beginning of the week.

Heading into the Golden Week holiday in early October, we could see no significant change in
PBOC's attitude, except for the routine pre-holiday liquidity adjustments.

In our view, the continued reluctance of PBOC to act generously will reinforce the market
perception that the monetary easing cycle is already over and borrowing costs will be gradually
creeping upward. In that case, there is a good chance we will see a strong selloff in bonds in
October (chart 2).

Back to Index Page

By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

With COVID-19 caseloads on the rise in Europe and key emerging markets, predictions for
effective widescale vaccination slipping into 2Q21, the recent technology sell off jolting market
confidence and Sino-US tensions still running high, investor sentiment took a turn for the
defensive during the second week of September. US Bond and Equity Funds absorbed a combined
$33 billion, with the latter posting their biggest weekly inflow since 1Q19, while redemptions
from Emerging Markets Equity, Europe Bond and Alternative Funds hit six, 12 and 25-week highs
respectively.

This dip in risk appetite was not severe enough to drive investors back to cash. US Money Market
Funds recorded their second largest outflow year-to-date. Emerging Markets Bond Funds did
extend their longest inflow streak since a 12-week run ended in mid-4Q17 and High Yield Bond
Funds – for the second week running – just kept their current run of inflows alive.

Overall, Investors pulled a net $58.9 billion out of Money Market Funds during the week ending
Sept. 16. They also redeemed $101 million from Balanced Funds and $741 million from
Alternative Funds. Net flows into all Bond Funds totaled $9.1 billion and Equity Funds collectively
absorbed $26.3 billion. Despite a trickle of companies restoring or increasing the dividends they
cut in the last two quarters to conserve cash, investors continue to pull out of Dividend Equity
Funds which posted their 13th straight outflow and 21st in the past 25 weeks.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Mortgage Backed Bond Funds recorded their
12th inflow in the past 14 weeks, Inflation Protected Bond Funds ran their current inflow streak to
14 weeks and $13.8 billion and Municipal Bond Funds took in fresh money for the 19th week in a
row. Redemptions from Poland and Italy Bond Funds hit levels last seen in 4Q17 and 2Q17, Brazil
Equity Funds posted their biggest outflow since mid-July and Sweden Equity Funds saw a 12-week
run of inflows come to an end.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• OAT/Bund spread extends narrowing from 66 (17 March three-year top) to post new 6½

month lows under 27 (12 August base)

• Negative studies and the recent Death Cross (50/200DMAs) suggest a return to key support

between 17-23

• This consists of 2015 low - 22 January (17), 2016 low - 13 July (19), 2018 low - 23 April (21)

& 2020 low - 20/21 February (23)

• Only over 31 then 33/36 (31 July/26 June highs) would avert, suggest near-term basing and

expose 41 (11 June high)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look for continued narrowing targeting the 17-23 support cluster, with scope to 11 on 
momentum. Stop above the 31 minor lower high

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 45 9-13 and 28 April 2020 former lows and 22 May 2020 lower high 
R4 41 11 June 2020 lower high 
R3 36 26 June 2020 minor lower high, near the 200DMA 
R2 33 31 July 2020 minor lower high 
R1 31 21 August 2020 minor lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 23 2020 low – 20/21 February  
S2 17 2015 low – 22 January, near 2016 low – 13 July at 19 and 2018 base – 23 April at 21 
S3 15 22 November 2007 former high and 22 July/12 August 2008 higher lows 
S4 11 8/28 February 2008 higher low 
S5 8 2008 low – 2 January 
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Has formed a base just ahead of the approaching 200-Week MA, following a long decline

• MACD is on the verge of crossing above its signal line

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a target of 10.5964. Place stop below 10.3174.
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Resistance Levels 

R5 10.9641 61.8% of 11.4262 – 10.2168 fall 
R4 10.9110 4 May 2020 high 
R3 10.8214 50% of 11.4262 – 10.2165 fall 
R2 10.7087 12 May 2020 high, near 38.2% of 11.4262 – 10.2165 fall at 10.6786 
R1 10.5964 19 June 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 10.3174 9 September 2020 low 
S2 10.2165 21 July 2020 low, near 200-Week MA (approx. 10.23) 
S3 10.1850 38.2% of 8.1771 – 11.4262 rally 
S4 10.1257 31 December 2018 low 
S5 10.0962 14 June 2018 low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Extended the long-term uptrend to 29.859 (7 August, 7½ year high), before easing to range

in a 7½ week symmetrical triangle

• While dips hold 25.851 (8 September low), constructive longer-term studies suggest an

uptrend resumption

• Above 28.908 (1 September high) then 29.859 opens 30.723/32.460 (50% retrace of

49.804/11.642, 2011-20 fall and 2013 high – 23 January)

• Loss of 25.851 would delay and risk extended bullish consolidation over 23.448 (12 August

reaction low)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into near-term corrective dips as we await an eventual resumption of the broader recovery 
re-targeting 29.859/32.460. Place a protective stop under 23.448
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Resistance Levels 

R5 32.460 2013 peak – 23 January 
R4 30.723 50% retracement of the entire 2011-2020, 49.804/11.642 fall 
R3 29.859 7 August 2020, 7½ year peak 
R2 28.908 1 September 2020 high, near 7½ week symmetrical triangle resistance 
R1 27.628 15 September 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 25.851 8 September 2020 low, near 7½ week symmetrical triangle support 
S2 23.448 12 August 2020 low 
S3 22.261 23 July 2020 low 
S4 18.932 17 July 2020 minor higher low, near 24 February 2020 former high at 18.948 
S5 16.955 15 June 2020 minor higher low 
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